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The genius loci of Indian cities is its 
vibrancy and diversity, visible in all 
aspects of urbanity, but especially so 
within its street life.   

The demographic diversity of cities is reflected within 
its public  spaces. Indian cities contain the formal 
and informal sectors, in close geographical proximity. 
Often low income people live near commercial areas 
and planned residential areas, in order to have easy 
access to employment opportunities. Therefore all 
streets must be planned for motorised as well as non 
-motorised vehicles. 

Pedestrians and cyclists are the most vulnerable 
group in our cities, due to the absence of proper 
footpaths and cycle tracks. They have to share road 
space with cars, buses and trucks, with no separation 
provisions.  

It is important to promote activities like walking to 
the local grocery store, cycling to work or taking a 
bus to a distant part of the city, among all income  
and age groups. In order to do so, these options 
should be made viable, through safe and comfortable 
infrastructural provisions. Though most Indian cities 
show a high percentage of non-motorised transport 
use, most of these users are captive users - people 
without a choice.

City for ALL 

No space allocation for pedestrians and cyclists. Typical condition of urban roads in Indian cities. Location: Agra, Source: Author.

Unsafe crossing situation. Location: Delhi, Source: Authors.
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CYCLE 
(13-21%)

BUS 
(8-14%)

WALK 
(27-38%)

CAR 
(3-7%)

MTW 
(20-28%)

AUTO / PARA 
TRANSIT ( 5-12%)

Modal share in medium and large Indian cities. 
Source : Tiwari & Jain, 2008

Note : Each unit represents 1%
Note : MTW stands for Motorised Two Wheeler

CITY FOR ALL
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The present structure of our large and medium scale 
cities is predominantly high density and mixed land 
use. This results in short trip lengths and dependance 
on walking, bicycles and paratransit use such as 
motorised and non-motorised rickshaws. However 
due to poor infrastructure, pedestrians, bicyclists and 
public transport passengers are captive users. 

While international examples of bike friendly cities 
depict cyclists who may be rich, middle income or 
poor, in Indian cities, it is more of a circumstantial 
selection, in the face of unaffordable choices of private 
transport and negligible provisions of continuous 
connectivity through public transport. 

Despite a large number of trips being made by cycles, very few roads in India have basic amenities such as cycle tracks. 
Location: Delhi, Source: Authors.

Street vendors bring vibrancy and life to our city 
streets, in their quest for earning a livelihood through 
hawking, street merchandise and informal trade.   
They  are also the ones who contribute to sustainable 
soft mobility modes - walking and cycling, in their 
quest for mobility.  

People in middle-and-low income countries are forced to walk or use public means of transportation as 
a consequence of living in informal sectors with substandard housing, poor basic infrastructure, and few 
economic resources to afford private transportation.  Many  transportation policies [...] neglect the access and 
transportation demands of the more economically disadvantaged groups of society, who rely mostly on public 
transportation, walking and cycling ( Andres Villaveces in Mohan, D. 2012 ). 

Slow and fast modes in the same space gives rise to higher 
chance of conflict and crashes. Location: Agra, Source: Authors. 

TRAFFIC ANd SAFE COMMUNITIES 
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Apart from the streets of the old and historic parts 
of most Indian cities, the human-scale of our urban 
environments has progressively decreased since the 
1960s.  A comparative study of the historic and the 
modern streets of Indian cities, brings out the lack of 
comfortable and safe navigation, in the latter context. 
Being constantly exposed to such conditions, 
activities like walking at the edge of carriageways in 
the  absence of  footpaths have become a normal 
and accepted affair.

Enabling the viability and livability factor in our cities, 
means creating a sensitive communication between 
the  “built - enclosed; built - open; semi-built - open”  
urban spaces. While the built-enclosed (i.e. our 
homes, offices, shops, schools, colleges etc)  and 
semi-built - open ( i.e. public parks ), are vital for the 
realization of our work and life, it’s  the built - open 
spaces (streets, roads, pavements)  which are pivotal 
in getting us to our destinations.

It is also crucial, that the conjunctive spaces - the common edges of land use and streets, which accommodate 
our vibrant street life in the form of hawkers along with the most vulnerable groups of street users i.e the 
pedestrians and cyclists  be included in our planning.  The current structure of our street planning focuses solely 
on moving vehicles. It ignores the spaces for walking, cycling and affordable public transit infrastructures.  
People first rather than vehicles will foster safe and accessible mobility for all users, since the focus starts 
from the grass roots level, thereby accommodating all instead of a few. 

Girls walking in the middle of the road due to absence of 
pedestrian paths. Location: Agra, Source: Authors.

Cyclist stuck amidst cars on the road and cars parked on 
pavements. Location: Delhi, Source: Authors.

Make-shift food stalls and hawkers, provide affordable refreshments and resting spots to commuters and are also the first ones to 
help out accident or street crime victims. Location: Delhi, Source: Anvita Anand.

CITY FOR ALL
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Key to the people first approach is recognizing that 
walking is the most universal form of transport.  All 
cyclists, public transit riders and motorists begin 
their journey as pedestrians and therefore the transit 
and automobile network can only be as good as the 
pedestrian network that brings them to other modes 
of transit ( Jeff Risom, in Mohan, D. 2012). 

The daily commute and interaction  that connects us 
from one destination to another, is a vital part of our 
well being. Enabling the built - open configuration 
to contain the existing street life in a safe and 
equitable  manner, is also a step towards creating  
vibrant communities. However, a walk through any 
street of an Indian city will show, that a majority of 
the street users are highly disempowered  in terms of 
accessibility and safety. 

Be it an old man crossing the street by himself, a 
cyclist / street hawker confronted with navigating a 
flyover, or a mother and child walking at the edge 
of a road ( due to the absence of pavements) - 
the evidences in our daily lives are numerous and 
startling. Is navigating within the relatively safer 
realm of a car, the only option left for our city users?  
If so, then can we say that our cities belong to all its 
citizens ? 

Broken and dilapidated footpaths discourage usage and force 
pedestrians to walk on the carriageway thereby compromising 
their safety.  Location: Delhi, Source: Authors.

Navigating a flyover on a cycle is strenuous and compromises 
on health due to excessive strain caused during pedalling. 
Location: Delhi, Source: Authors.

Walking directly on a carriageway, alongside motorized traffic, 
makes pedestrians, especially aged people, most vulnerable to 
crashes. Location: Delhi, Source: Authors. 

TRAFFIC ANd SAFE COMMUNITIES 
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Bus stop blocking pedestrian path and commuters forced to wait on main carriageway because of poor planning leading to unsafe 
waiting situation. Location: Delhi, Source: Authors. 

The street life of our cities is a representation of a 
wide range of vocations and livelihoods. 
The organic  nature of organisation of street trades  and 
vocations in our neighbourhoods, around  schools, 
marketplaces, bus stands, etc., in spite of attempts 
at banning them, provokes us to take a closer look at 
their transitory occurrence, and their contributions in 
supporting city life. Supporting them through proper 
infrastructure like pedestrian paths, hawker zones, 
cycle tracks, and public transit affordable for all, are 
indeed crucial.
 

The transportation system and the way road spaces are allocated in the cities, is a clear indication of 
a societal attitude and mind-set. Transport planning is clearly car-oriented, with cars having priority 
on the high speed road stretches, at the intersections which minimize their waiting time, at flyovers 
that allow them to avoid the congestion, at market places that give them large parking spaces, and 
the list goes on. While the authorities may apologize for badly maintained roads, they would never 
think of apologizing for the broken pedestrian paths, nonexistent bicycle lanes and dilapidated bus 
shelters and the inefficient public transport now in place ( Ravi, R. TRIPP Bulletin 2005).

Typical street life in India - a mix of motorised and 
non-motorised traffic. Location: Pune, Source: http://www.
stockpicturesforeveryone.com 

CITY FOR ALL
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The sidewalk and street peace of cities is not kept primarily by the police [...]. It is kept primarily by 
an intricate, almost unconscious network of voluntary controls and standards among the people 
themselves, and enforced by the people themselves. Jacobs, J (1961).

There must be eyes upon the street, eyes belonging to those we might call the natural proprietors       
of the street. Jacobs, J (1961).

Safe streets include all user types by allocating 
spaces for each - a pedestrian, a cyclist, a hawker, 
a car user and a public transport user. Also, streets 
by themselves can’t be safe, unless and until, a 
continuous dialogue between land use edges and 
streets is created. Active and passive interaction 
with passers by, well lit pathways and cycle tracks, 
interspersed with rest areas and bus-stops prevent 
creation of lonely and desolate spaces which 
encourage crime and unsafe situations. 

Sustainable transport needs inclusive streets. 
Inclusive streets ensure not only safe mobility – 
reduced risks of traffic crashes – but also reduced 
street crime and better social cohesion, and makes 
public transport, bicycling and walking attractive, 
and the preferred choice for commuting. Hence, 
safe streets are complete streets. They ensure 
door to door mobility for all road users in a safe and 
seamless manner. They foster a community spirit 
since residents use streets to meet, access public 
spaces and socialize. 

SAFE STREETS 

Span of streets should foster easy visibility and visual reference 
from both sides of the street. Location: Bidhan Sarani, Kolkata, 
Source: www.wikimedia.org

An urban village. Location: Hauz Khas, Delhi Source: Authors.

A street becomes a public space and increases the vibrancy of 
the neighbourhood, when pedestrians are given priority. 
Location : Times Square, New York, Source : Jeff Risom. 

TRAFFIC ANd SAFE COMMUNITIES 
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Safe streets put pedestrians first. Prioritising 
vulnerable groups like pedestrians and cyclists, who 
are the most affected by speeding vehicles and street 
crimes, is needed during the design and planning of 
streets. 
Any type of streets, any width of streets, needs to 
address the prerequisites of a pedestrian and a 
cyclist. Safe streets are built for people and not cars. 
The multi- dimensional experiences of the pedestrian, 
cyclist and the motor vehicle passenger must all be 
considered as one, at the ‘eye-level’ of humans in the 
city. Visual contact amongst  all street users foster a 
sense of safety, public pride and ‘right to the street’ 
and prevents actions like speeding of vehicles and 
rash driving due to a sense of ‘being watched’.

Safe streets are forgiving in nature. Human nature 
is prone to making mistakes. Mistakes range from 
crossing streets without noticing the red light, ignoring 
speed limits, taking a left turn where it is not allowed, 
forgetting to switch on headlights or indicator, the list 
goes on and is numerous. Each of these mistakes 
maybe harmless individually, but can lead to fatal 
or near-fatal accidents, depending on the context 
of the road. Design of streets, should lessen the 
impact of human error. Forgiving street environment 
discourages speeding and encourages soft mobility 
modes to use streets with confidence and reduces 
fear of harm.

‘Right to the street’. Location: Delhi, Source: www.flickr.com

Special lighting for pedestrian path. Well lit pedestrians paths 
are safer. Location: Delhi, Source: Authors. 

Slowing of vehicle speed through traffic calming measure like 
raised table top crossing. 
Location: Delhi, Source : www.itdp.com

CITY FOR ALL
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Safe streets are secure streets. Addressing the 
needs of all user groups, results in a safe network 
design. Human and mechanical dynamics meet 
and interact within any given street environment. 
Designing for a robust street system, enhances 
security through an interplay of “voluntary controls” 
(Jacobs, 1961), enhanced by visibility and interaction. 
Newly emerging research confirms that the presence 
of fear of violence impedes activity levels and the 
ability to move outside freely, especially among 
population that are more vulnerable to violence such 
as children, women, people with disabilities, and 
older adults (Cohen, et al., 2013). Presence of fear 
of violence also fosters distrust and unwillingness to 
interact or aid another street user. 
A woman walking on a lonely isolated street is less 
likely to help another person. She is more likely to 
hasten to her destination, than stop and aid another 
in need due to fear of attack. While in a busy market, 
she would be more likely to aid and also call others 
to assist.  Safe streets provide ‘eyes and a helping 
hand on street’.

Safe streets are inclusive. Design of inclusive 
streets gives a safe environment to all age groups 
and segregates population from high speed and 
prevents injuries. An inclusive approach, gives power 
to the most vulnerable street users through design. 
Bus and bicycle lanes, pedestrian islands, signalised 
and redesigned intersections, curbs and sidewalks, 
frequent and safe crossing opportunities, are details 
which when incorporated creates inclusive streets. 
These details also keep a NMT (non-motorised 
transport) user well involved in the street environment.

Safe streets give clean air. The increased 
dependence on personal transport leads to high 
emissions. Comfort of commuting by car can hence 
lead to a heavy price of breathing in noxious fumes 
and developing respiratory problems over a period of 
continuous exposure eg. daily commute to work. The 
more people use public transport or just walk and 
cycle, the cleaner the air. 

Street as a system where all components have been allocated 
space. Location: New York, Source : Active Design Supplement 
: Promoting Safety, AIA, New York.

Example of complete street planning. Location: Delhi BRT, 
Source: Authors.

Pedestrians at the top of modal hierarchy. Location: Number 
One Oxford Street London, Source : www.bbc.co.uk

TRAFFIC ANd SAFE COMMUNITIES 
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A complete system of mobility within a city encourages a sense of equality among its citizens. When 
successfully incorporated into the grain of the city, public transportation, pedestrian walkways, and bicycle 
lanes, are usable by all because of their low cost and convenience. In this sense, People First Mobility fosters 
democracy as well as a sense of individual importance (Gehl 2010).

Ibidem

CITY FOR ALL
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SAFE STREETS

iNDiCAtioNS AND 
GUiDELiNES

“ 98% of Central Government Grants under JNNURM have been used by the Govt. Of NCT Delhi 
in expansion of roads, construction of flyovers and parking projects and in spite thereof there are 
cars and cars and nothing else. The roads are bursting on the seams due to cars. [...] and since in 
a democracy it is not to physically possible to seize cars and destroy them, the only democratic 
solution would be to dedicate road space for buses, which would move quick and fast and this would 
act as an incentive for people to switch over to public transport ” ( Delhi High Court , 2012). 

Urban transport is a means of access and not only 
mobility. Non-motorised transport (NMT) can offer 
increased mobility to large parts of the population, 
safeguard the accessibility of otherwise congested 
cities and provide freedom of movement to rich 
and poor, young and old. NMT not only offers 
environmental advantages but also a holistic range 
of benefits to both the individual and the city. This 
includes health, equity, better air quality, poverty 
alleviation, road safety, liveable cities and equal 
opportunities to all irrespective of their socioeconomic 
background. However, there has been a decline in 
the use of NMT as a result of rising income levels 
and hostile conditions on roads resulting in a greater 
dependency on privately owned motorised transport. 
This not only increases the volumes of traffic on our 
roads leading to congestion and pollution but also 
increases our vulnerability to various health issues  
(TRIPP,  2013).

Traffic Congestion, Delhi. Source: https://www.wikipedia.org Traffic Congestion, Mumbai. Source: https://www.flickr.com
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PRINCIPLES OF SAFE STREETS 

Sustainable Safe Traffic System
A road environment with an infrastructure adapted to 
the limitations of the road user.
 
Social Usability 
Streets not only provide for mobility but also spaces 
for social interaction, trade and relaxation. Waiting 
areas, hawker zones, public amenities like toilets, 
increase the usability and acceptability of streets as 
spaces of interaction and gives citizens a space to 
be proud of. 

Universal Accessibility
The integration of the concept of universal design 
has been completely missing from our streets. 
Street design has to respond inclusively and provide 
accessibility for all.

CURRENT LIMITATIONS OF URBAN 
TRANSPORT 

Equitable Allocation of Road Space
Pedestrians, non-motorised users and the public
transport users in urban areas form the basis of
sustainable transport systems. Therefore designing a 
road space for these three user groups in priority is of 
utmost importance.

Captive Users
Safe streets make it possible for all to consider NMT 
and public transport options and not just captive 
users.

SAFE STREETS: INdICATIONS ANd gUIdELINES

Broadly speaking, three issues are important in 
confronting the current limitations of urban roads in 
Indian cities: 

Overcoming Myths
Currently the use of NMT modes and public 
transport, suffer certain myths - which reduce their 
popular usage. Identifying these myths is essential 
for overcoming them and building NMT inclusive road 
infrastructure design.

Safe and Coherent Network 
The success of an urban transport infrastructure 
depends on the functionality of the network as a 
whole. Each aspect like bus routes, cyclist tracks, 
pedestrian pathways, crossings and intersections 
function as parts of a whole system. Isolated focus 
on each or any would not be effective in providing 
any benefits to the user and would sooner or later 
lead to  a shift to private vehicles or unsafe trapped 
usage conditions. 

Corridor Planning 
While being part of a larger network, each cross-
section of road falls under a specific typology and 
demands specific design solutions and details to make 
it work efficiently and safely. While the coherence 
of the whole network is of utmost importance, it 
would not be possible without a successful detailed 
intervention at the micro-scale of the road space.

Priority

Priority

Modal Priority for Safe and Sustainable Roads
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Myths About Cyclists and Cycle Use 

Cycle Should Be Used  Only On  Internal Roads

Cycles Are Used Predominantly By Men

FACT: Daily commuters prefer to use the main road network 
which is direct and faster. 

FACT: A large number of women of all age groups use the 
bicycle and rickshaw for work and commute.

FACT : Separate cycle tracks are needed for all road widths and 
above 30 m right of way in order to prevent conflict. 

FACT : Nearly seventy percent of the trips are shorter than 10 
km regardless of city size. There are about a million cyclists in 
metropolitan cities like Delhi. 

Separate Tracks Are Needed Only When Volume 
Of Cyclists Is High

In Metropolitan Cities Trip Lengths Are Longer, 
People Have To Travel Longer distances

TRAFFIC ANd SAFE COMMUNITIES 
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Myths About Cyclists and Cycle Use 

NMT = Bicycle

FACT : NMT also covers tri-pedal rickshaws and four wheeled 
vendor trolleys apart from others used for inclusive mobility.

FACT :There is a lot of wasted space on the road. Equitable 
road space allocation can be easily done according to 
the classification of road to provide usable and safe cycle 
infrastructure.

FACT : The two pictures above show a sharp contrast between the cyclists. While the former is using a low cost cycle in normal 
work clothes, the latter is using an expensive cycle, along with safety helmet. Apart from the  marked difference in the economics of 
cycling, the pictures show that commuting by cycling can be practiced by all - both rich and poor.

There Is No Space For Cycle Infrastructure

Cycling As A Mode Of Commute Is For Lower Class ( Economically Weak ) People

SAFE STREETS: INdICATIONS ANd gUIdELINES
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Myths About Bus Use

Indian Roads Aren’t Wide Enough for Bus Lanes

dedicated Bus Lanes Create Congestion 

FACT: The above two pictures clearly depict that dedicated bus lanes can function quite well even in a 2 lane and 4 lane condition. 

FACT: The above example clarifies that bus lanes, instead of creating congestion, clears out chaos caused by a mixed mode 
situation. This chaos is largely responsible for adding to the traffic congestion, along with a high volume of cars. 

TRAFFIC ANd SAFE COMMUNITIES 
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disabled People Are Taken Care Of, They do not 
Need To Be Alone On The Street

There Is No Space For Footpaths, due To The 
High Volume Of Cars

FACT: Disabled people are not able to navigate on the streets 
independently, as footpaths do not comply with universal 
accessible design standards.

FACT: Street edges lack proper thought and design, thereby 
wasting a lot of space, which if properly designed, can provide 
ample space for footpaths.

FACT: At grade crossing is the most comfortable way of 
crossing for pedestrians. 

FACT: There are no planned spaces for street hawkers. 

Foot-Over Bridges Are The Best Way To Cross 
Roads

Street Hawkers Create Unsafe And Chaotic 
Environment

Myths About Pedestrians

SAFE STREETS:  INdICATIONS ANd gUIdELINES
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Safe and Coherent Network

The planning for NMT modes cannot be carried 
out in isolation but needs an integrated approach 
addressing the needs of all road users. Planning for 
cycle and pedestrian paths, bus lanes and stops, 
integrating with metro station access, on-street 
parking, para transit stands, hawkers, etc., all require 
to be integrated in the planning process to ensure 
that the NMT infrastructure functions as planned.

At a network level, the NMT network is far denser 
than the MV network and the public transit network. 
While they overlap, the NMT network needs to be 
fine-grained with the highest connectivity – in effect 
there may be streets which are NMT only, but all MV 
(motor vehicles) and PT (public transport) networks 
should have NMT integrated in their plans.

NMT Network

Directness and 
Coherence

Through Planning

High preference for 
captive users

High preference for 
potential users

Safety, 
Attractiveness & 
Comfort

Through Design

Equitable space allocation and grade separation for all user types leads to a safe and coherent network. Delhi BRT, Source: TRIPP.

TRAFFIC ANd SAFE COMMUNITIES 
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The three major components needed for an efficient 
urban transportation network are explained below. 

Coherence and directness (Connectivity)
Cyclists and pedestrians use a given infrastructure 
only if it provides a continuous connection between 
their origin and destination. The lower the travel 
time, the higher the directness. At network level, 
a cohesive network would involve minimal detours 
for cyclists accessing it.

Attractiveness and Comfort
Due to their slower speed compared to motorists, 
pedestrians and cyclists are sensitive to micro 
environments on the streets and this may affect 
their route choice or decision to walk or cycle. 

Factors adversely affecting the comfort of NMT 
users by choice are: traffic bottlenecks, steep 
gradients, nuisance caused by traffic noise 
and emissions, bad riding quality, presence of 
obstructions resulting in frequent braking or slowing 
down etc.

Safety and Security
NMT users are very vulnerable in the case of 
crashes. A common practice for increasing NMT 
safety is to segregate them from motorized vehicles 
in time and space. The most effective option would 
be to segregate users into separate tracks or paths 
along the road network, (especially if the speed 
limit for MV is over 30 km/h). On other streets there 
is a need to reduce their speed difference by traffic 
calming without affecting directness or coherence.

Continuous cycle tracks without obstructions contribute to 
coherence. Location: Delhi, Source: Authors.

Facilities like low floor buses not only enable universal 
accessibility, but also provide additional safety to aged people 
and pregnant women. Location: Delhi, Source: Authors.

Footpaths interspersed with sitting areas and resting zones 
offer comfort and increase attractiveness of the infrastructure. 
Location: Delhi, Source: Authors.

SAFE STREETS: INdICATIONS ANd gUIdELINES
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distributor streets a ROW of 12 -30 m and a 
maximum of four motor lanes of 3.0 m width each. 
Cycle lanes on the edge of carriageway, adjacent 
to footpaths and parking of 1.2 m width, painted on 
asphalt is sufficient on these roads. They connect 
our so called main roads to our close knit alleys of 
residences and commerce. These carry a moderate 
volume of traffic, at a relatively slower speed. 

These streets form a buffer between neighbourhoods 
and main traffic roads, and hence play an important 
role in bringing us out of our intimate narrow streets 
to the hustle and bustle of bidirectional fast moving 
traffic. Traffic calming is important here, as these 
streets contain movement of children, young adults 
and old people on a larger volume than the main 
roads. Neighbourhood children cycling in groups 
during evening play time, old people walking to 
the neighbourhood community centres/religious 
buildings, are most prone to crashes on these 
roads. The distributor street spaces should be well 
complemented with  outdoor furniture like benches 
and drinking water and foster a sense of community 
interaction.     

For identifying what is wrong and lacking from our 
urban streets, it is important to know the various types 
of streets and their related modal space allocation.  

The arterial and sub-arterial roads (colloquial term 
- main roads) have usual right of way (ROW: total 
span of space between land use on either side) of 50 
- 80 m. Arterial and sub-arterial roads can easily have 
dedicated bus lanes up to a maximum of 6-8 lanes 
for the former and 4-6 lanes for the latter. Lanes 
can have a width of 3.3 - 3.5 m. Segregated cycle 
tracks and pedestrian footpaths of 2.5 - 5 m should 
be provided.

These are the roads, where we see the highest 
concentration of all the different modes and hence 
the probability of crashes which are fatal, is very 
high. Also, due to their ample width, they encourage 
speeding, if proper design measures have not been 
taken during planning and implementation phases, 
to slow down speeding instincts. These roads are 
important in defining the coherence at a macro scale, 
in the sense that they are the dominant players in 
giving a language, form and identity to the entire road 
network of a city. 

These streets are literally an extension of our living 
quarters, and should imbibe in the citizen, a sense 
of nurturing and responsibility for these spaces. 
They can be well interspersed with tot-lots, parks 
and greens, which act as neighbourhood interaction 
spaces. Ample street lighting and outdoor furniture 
makes these streets liveable and vibrant.

Access streets  are the streets, on which we directly 
step out from our residential buildings (sometimes 
local street shops / offices). These carry very low 
volume of traffic, at very low speeds. They have a 
ROW of 6 -15 m and have 1-2 lanes of 2.75 - 3 m 
width. They contain mixed traffic (motorized and 
cycle), while footpaths of 1.8 - 2.5 m can be separately 
provided. 

Corridor Planning 

TRAFFIC ANd SAFE COMMUNITIES 
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Cross Section design

The correct design of any stretch of road, depends 
upon understanding the function and typology of the 
cross-section in question. An efficient urban road 
network follows a hierarchy. The hierarchy is based 
on the function that the road is expected to perform 

and the type of traffic and the road users present 
on the road. The design speeds, road widths and 
other geometric features are adapted to suit the road 
function (MoUD, 2012).

SAFE STREETS: INdICATIONS ANd gUIdELINES
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The intersection design forms an integrated part of 
the overall route for a NMV user. As mentioned in 
the design requirements, all principles need to be 
applied for intersections as well. Based on the types 
of roads intersecting, junctions can be classified as a 
signalised intersection, a non-signalised intersection 
or a roundabout.
Intersections created within and between each road 
type presents varying challenges to directness, safety, 
comfort and the attractiveness of NMV infrastructure. 

Roundabouts: Safety of cyclists and pedestrians 
negotiating a roundabout can be ensured by reduced 
vehicular speeds and geometric designs, ensuring 
adequate segregation and visibility for slow moving 
users. Modern roundabouts allow better capacity 
without compromising safety. 

Signalised Junctions: At signalised intersections, 
expected delays for cyclists are considerably longer 
than other junction solutions. Therefore, a flexible 
approach to adapt a single or a combination of 
crossing methods should be adopted.

Segregation at or near intersection ensures safety 
and directness for cyclists.

Bicycle Boxes or Waiting Spaces for cyclists are 
required for waiting cyclists on the near side of
junctions.

Provision of Left turning Traffic: Additional turning 
pocket for left turning vehicles may be provided on 
the near side of the junction but a segregated lane 
should be avoided. At intersections where heavy left 
turning traffic is expected, to reduce any expected 
delays for motorized traffic, introducing a two-phase 
pedestrian and bicycle signal coupled with traffic 
calming in the form of speed table or raised crossing 
for cyclists and pedestrians, can be implemented.

Traffic Calmed and Non-signalised Junctions: For 
minor intersections, it is recommended to apply traffic 
calming such as mini roundabouts, humps, table 
tops, to keep the speed of motor vehicles in check.

Intersection and Approach design

Traffic calming through raised table top crossings. 
Location: Delhi, Source: Authors.

Bicycle boxes reduce chances of conflict and crashes. 
Location: Delhi, Source: Authors.

Segregated routes for motorised and non-motorised traffic (in 
construction). Location: Chandigarh, Source: Authors.

TRAFFIC ANd SAFE COMMUNITIES 
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People use streets as social spaces. All components 
of road design and various road users interact in such 
a manner that it creates an urban system. This urban 
system fosters public spaces. 

Apart from serving its purpose to foster navigation, 
streets are also places of waiting, places of meeting, 
places of resting, places of protest and places of 
festivity. In short, they are as public (if not more) as 
any public park, fair grounds or sports club. They are 
the most affordable places to loiter, drink tea, or relish 
street food. 

Common scenarios from our street life clearly portray 
the enjoyment and relaxation that public spaces 
provide. They are places of informal trade, hence 
contributing to providing a market for a number 
affordable products. Inorder to keep these very 
‘humane’ conditions of our streets edges and waiting 
areas intact, it is fundamental to incorporate them 
through space allocation and inclusive design. 

Hawker Spaces Bicycles, pedestrians and bus 
traffic attracts street vendors. Often road sides and 
pedestrian paths are occupied by people selling food, 
drinks and other articles, which are demanded by 
these road users. A careful analysis of the location of 
vendors, the number of vendors at each location and 
type of services provided by them shows the need of 
that environment, since they work under somewhat 
‘free market’ principles. 

Bus Shelters need to be located every 500-700 m. 
Also the intersections are rationalized on the same 
principle. However, in the current scenario bus 
shelters are located at a greater distance or away 
from the intersections. This increases the access 
length of a commuter to the bus shelter or to her/his 
destination. In the vicinity of the bus shelter, hawkers, 
cycle rickshaws, e-rickshaws etc,  are mostly present 
to capitalize commuter needs and provide feeder 
connectivity.

Special Conditions : Streets as Public Spaces

Along with providing necessary services, street side trades provide spaces of meeting, waiting and loitering, hence their utility as 
public spaces is high Location: Delhi, Source: Authors.

Bus-shelters are also used as waiting and resting spaces. Location: Delhi, Source:  Authors.

SAFE STREETS: INdICATIONS ANd gUIdELINES
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INTERVENTIONS ON EXISTINg INFRASTRUCTURE 

Insertion of table top crossing, facilitating slow down of motorised vehicles and safe crossing with universal accessibility. 
Source: Pradeep Sachdeva Architects, Delhi.

Optimum utilization of existing roads by insertion of cycle tracks and zebra crossing. Source: Pradeep Sachdeva Architects, Delhi.

TRAFFIC ANd SAFE COMMUNITIES 
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Access Roads: Typical conditions in Indian cities. Soft intervention can alter the quality of the space with equitable space allocation 
for all modes. Source : SGArchitects, Delhi.

Arterial Roads: Typical conditions in Indian cities. Soft intervention can alter the quality of the space with equitable space allocation 
for all modes. Source: SGArchitects, Delhi.

INTERVENTIONS ON EXISTINg INFRASTRUCTURE 

SAFE STREETS: INdICATIONS ANd gUIdELINES
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WHAT CAN COMMUNITIES DO ?

AUDit AND PrioritiSE

When can Public Transport Accessibility 
Audit be conducted?

Public Transport Accessibility Audit can initially be 
conducted either during the construction of a new 
public transport facility or in redesigning an existing 
facility.
It can later be conducted once every year across the 
city to ensure that public transport is still accessible 
to its users.

Why should communities play an active part ? 

Communities have strengths and assets that can provide an environment that promotes health and well 
being 

A community approach minimizes “blaming the victim”

A community approach means that fewer people have accidents / fatalities, not just that more people are 
safe

A community approach builds on what is already working within cultures and is tailored to the community’s 
strengths

A community approach enables communities to develops solutions that benefit all

A community approach strengthens the overall environment of the community  

How can citizens audit infrastructure of the 
city ?

Walking on city roads comes as naturally to citizens 
as going to work or education or market places. It 
is the means of pursuing any particular want to 
be mobile. Talking to neighbours of different age  
groups, understanding the needs of each and 
checking whether a particular existing street has the 
capability to address those needs is the first step to 
understanding what is required and what is absent. 
Based on this know-how citizens can then organize 
themselves and ask city officials to provide them with 
the proper infrastructure which meets their needs.

Adopted from Prevention is Primary ( Cohen et al, 2007).
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